
®Simplifying Compliance
Solutions for Healthcare
Organizations

Built by auditors, for auditors
Transform your cybersecurity audits 
from weeks to hours with Audora

Crafted by seasoned auditors and cybersecurity pioneers,
Audora is your intuitive, collaborative platform for seamless
and automated compliance processes.

Why Audora?
We bridge the gap between auditor and auditee. 

Audora empowers audit firms and their clients by turning disjointed
silos and inefficient workflows into a unified, transparent process in
four steps: Readiness, Plan, Assess, Report. 

Enhance your competitiveness, minimize inefficiencies, and
optimize team capacity with an automated SOC 2 audit process—all
in one tool.

Audora is your one-stop solution for all of your audit needs,
providing the efficiency, ease of use, and compliance adherence so
you can bring more value to your clients. Discover the new era of
accessibility and effectiveness, where audits become an
opportunity rather than an obstacle.

+30%
time-saving per audit

+300%
concurrent audits 

per person

-80%
reduction in 

lost opportunities

~$10K
cost reduction per 

audit average (~33%)

Key 
Metrics
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How the platform works 
Optimize every stage of the engagement
lifecycle with Audora

Easily invite your team members and clients,
and track the status of your invitations.
Clear visibility of progress and tasks across all
audit engagements and clients.
Create new audit engagements with ease by
simply selecting the audit type and allowing
Audora to guide you through the next steps.

READINESS Phase 
Kickstart your audit process seamlessly

Define controls and exceptions throughout
your audit process.
Create evidence requests and assign tasks.
Get a status overview of all active tasks and
evidence requests.
Easily search and organize controls, requests,
and tasks with unique IDs.

PLAN Phase 
Achieve precision and increase
automation in your assessments

Easily collaborate for quality review.
Generate and deliver comprehensive reports
with a click of a button.

REPORT Phase
Finish your engagement with ease

Approve or reject submissions and upload
documents in one place.
Review and compensate exceptions to easily
determine impact on criteria.
Add comments for clarity and transparency
among your team members and clients.

ASSESS Phase
Streamline your reporting

Automated task management
Seamlessly digest materials
from multiple sources
Focuses teams on high value
interactions vs. manual tasks

Centralized, organized hub
Guided workflow enables
asynchronous activity
Status transparency for all
Access historical audits to
increase efficiency each year

Customizable SOC 2 controls
Flexible to scale into other
partners in your ecosystem
Flexible pricing in sync with
your efficiency savings

Automated momentum

Clear & repeatable

Flexible & scalable

Features to simplify 
your auditing
journey
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